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and bent our heads repeatedly to the floor, while the members of
the reception committee did the same a yard or two away.   This
salutation concluded we were led into a large long room and
invited to seat ourselves alone at one end of it.    There were no
chairs of course and we sat on small square mats on the floor.
To right and left, extending the whole length of the apartment,
were the forty Japanese notables, one and all in national costume,
cross-legged and silent.    There was an atmosphere of rigid
formality about the proceedings.   Fortunately a long experience
of the East permitted me to adopt a semblance of the Japanese
manner of sitting without undue suffering.   After a few speeches
and a little polite conversation dinner was served, a lacquer
tray laden with little dishes of food being placed before each
guest while the most attractive young women, gay as butterflies,
moved around and poured warm sak6 into our tiny cups.   The
stimulating spirit soon awoke a more jovial demeanour amongst
the forty notables and conversation began to flow.   As only one
of them spoke English and he was seated at a distance, I could
take but little active part in the proceedings.   The trays of food
removed, more sak£ was poured out and one by one our hosts
approached my fellow-passenger and myself and bowing low,
drained a bumper of the potent spirit with each of us.    For-
tunately the delicate little Japanese cups were minute but as I had
to drink no less than forty of them—one with each notable—I
did not do badly.    Not aware that this ceremonial toasting was
to be part of such a function I had already drunk a certain amount
of the pleasant beverage.   By the end of the evening many of the
guests showed signs of clumsy merriment and unstable legs but
by some special dispensation of Providence I went to bed com-
pletely sober and woke the next morning without even the
semblance of a headache.
The formalities of these salutations concluded, a number of
Geisha girls appeared. Very attractive they were in their
butterfly raiment and they danced with skill and charm. But
even a more attractive entertainment followed, an exhibition of
national dancing by Okinawa girls from the Luchu islands. The
Okinawa people are of Chinese origin and speak a dialect of
their own quite incomprehensible to the Japanese. The costumes
worn by the dancers were Chinese in fashion and delightful in
colour and their ornate head ornaments were fascinating,
The dances were deliberate, slow and classical—studies of
posture rather than of movement.   The facial expression was

